Validity of movement pattern kinematics as measures of arm motor impairment poststroke.
Upper limb motor impairment poststroke is commonly evaluated using clinical outcome measures such as the Fugl-Meyer Assessment. However, most clinical measures provide little information about motor patterns and compensations (eg, trunk displacement) used for task performance. Such information is obtained using movement quality kinematic variables (joint ranges, trunk displacement). Evaluation of movement quality may also help distinguish between levels of motor impairment severity in individuals poststroke. Our objective was to estimate concurrent and discriminant validity of movement quality kinematic variables for pointing and reach-to-grasp tasks. A retrospective study of kinematic data (sagittal trunk displacement, shoulder flexion, shoulder horizontal adduction, elbow extension) and Fugl-Meyer Assessment scores from 86 subjects (subacute to chronic stroke) performing pointing and reaching tasks was done. Multiple and logistic regression analyses were used to estimate concurrent and discriminant validity respectively. Cutoff points for distinguishing between levels of upper limb motor impairment severity (mild, moderate to severe) were estimated using sensitivity/specificity decision plots. The criterion measure used was the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (upper limb section). The majority of variance in Fugl-Meyer Assessment scores was explained by a combination of trunk displacement and shoulder flexion (51%) for the pointing task and by trunk displacement alone (52%) for the reach-to-grasp task. Trunk displacement was the only variable that distinguished between levels of motor impairment severity. Cutoff points were 4.8 cm for pointing and 10.2 cm for reach-to-grasp movements. Movement quality kinematic variables are valid measures of arm motor impairment levels poststroke. Their use in regular clinical practice and research is justified.